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Wicked6 Game Platform Partner Agreement

“PlayCyber®” and “Game Platform” seek to team on a fundraising cyber event
titled “Wicked6 2024.”

Wicked6® is a fundraiser and cybersecurity exhibition where all are welcome
to experience an exciting and unique cyber competition as a player, sponsor,
or avid fan. Wicked6 raises funds for the Women’s Society of Cyberjutsu, a
national 501(c)(3) nonprofit that promotes training, mentoring, and more to
advance women and girls in cybersecurity careers. Wicked6 is managed by
PlayCyber. PlayCyber, powered by Katzcy, delivers epic cyber games and
esports for fans, sponsors, and players. We are dedicated to bringing together
and inspiring the very best cybersecurity athletes and building a stronger and
more diverse community by delivering the world’s most exciting cyber games
experiences.

Katzcy is the host of Wicked6 and is responsible for directing the event. The
Women’s Society of Cyberjutsu (WSC) is the fiscal beneficiary of Wicked6. All
sponsorship dollars and donations are paid directly to WSC. Game Platform is
a game partner for the Wicked6 Spring 2023 virtual event with the below
listed responsibilities and, as such, benefits as an in-kind sponsor for the
event.

Game Platform Partner Responsibility

Game Platform will provide the following to PlayCyber:

● Deliver a cybersecurity game for 24 hours during Wicked6 Games
(March 29-30, 2024) or as determined during planning sessions.

● Provide technical support on Discord throughout the duration of the
game run or as determined during planning sessions. This includes a
dedicated PLATFORM support individual who can help with challenge
questions, registration, scoring, etc.

● Provide a list of winners and associated contact information for prizes.
● Provide access to player scores to be emailed back to the player.
● Conduct a test call with PlayCyber to ensure proper use and successful

completion of registration.
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● Provide access to the PlayCyber team to a game platform technical test
one month before the event, or as soon as possible, and ensure the
game platform is ready for the Wicked6 Games event.

● Support 1 planning meeting and 1 practice run prior to the Event.
Note: 4 weeks prior to the for New Platforms to W6, and 2 weeks prior to
the event for returning platforms.

● Promote Wicked6 through social media and other channels as
appropriate. At least 3 social media posts tagging Wicked6.

● Promote Wicked6 through emails to your user base with your specific
event link (url) at least twice before the event.

● Provide at least 1 prize associated with your platform (can be licenses,
access, gift cards, training passes, etc).

PlayCyber Responsibility

PlayCyber will provide the following to the Game Platform Partner:

● Promote games and run of show to attract a global audience.
● Manage all attendee communications pre- and post-event.
● Manage and provide platform partner with a list of registered players as

of 24 hours before the event starts.
● Feature the platform partner’s company logo in event email

promotions.
● Place company logo and game description with link to website on the

Wicked6 registration website as a platform.
● Include logo or platform name in social media placement before,

during, and post-event.
● Provide a dedicated Discord channel for the game.
● Provide an opportunity to engage with attendees and provide prizes

and information within the channel.

Terms and Conditions

Game Platform agrees to allow PlayCyber to use the trademark/logo/tagline
solely to perform and fulfill its obligations under this Game Platform
Partnership Agreement. Game Platform agrees to allow PlayCyber the right
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to use Company’s trademark/logo/tagline and graphics on all the PlayCyber
sponsor promotional benefits.

PlayCyber does not award exclusive Game Platform Partnership Agreements
or establish exclusive relationships with Platforms or Partners. Game Platform
shall not imply that such a preferential relationship exists between Game
Platform and Katzcy.

The use of the Game Platform’s name within PlayCyber publications and
mailings does not constitute an endorsement by PlayCyber of the Game
Platform or the Game Platform’s services, products, or programs. Additionally,
the Game Platform is not permitted to represent in any manner that such
products, services, or programs have been endorsed by Katzcy.

In the event that circumstances beyond the reasonable control of PlayCyber
interfere with or prevent PlayCyber from fulfilling, in part or all of, Game
Platform’s promotional benefits under this Game Platform Partnership
Agreement, by signing this Agreement, Game Platform holds Katzcy, as well
as its employees, harmless from all legal and financial liability to Game
Platform caused by such circumstances.

Neither PlayCyber nor Game Platform shall be deemed in default of this
Game Platform Partnership Agreement to the extent that performance of its
obligations or attempts to cure any breach is delayed or prevented by reason
of any act of God, fire, natural disaster, accident, an act of government, or any
other causes beyond its commercially reasonable control. PlayCyber reserves
the right to reject a potential Game Platform for any reason. This constitutes
the entire Game Platform Partnership Agreement.
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Wicked6 Game Platform Partner Agreement
By signing at the below link, I acknowledge that I have read the information
above and agree to all terms and conditions.

https://www.wicked6.com/game-platform-partner-agreement

To Sign Manually, please fill out the following.

First name*
Last name*
Company name*
Job title
Email*
Phone number*
Country*

IMPORTANT *We are unable to accept applications for sponsorships,
partnerships and/or speakers who are themselves, or their related
organizations, named on US sanction lists, or who are citizens or have
affiliations with organizations in countries (including but not limited to Cuba,
Iran, Lebanon, Libya, North Korea, Russia, Sudan, Syria, and Somalia) on
sanctions lists, or from countries in violation of business relationships held by
PlayCyber. Please confirm that you and your company have no formal ties
including representatives on corporate boards and executive leadership
teams who are on sanctions lists, or who are in the above-listed countries. The
decision as to whether or not to accept your application is entirely at our
discretion.

● Please confirm by initializing here

* I agree to the PlayCyber Global League Code of Conduct.*

Digital Signature*

Today's Date*

https://www.playcyber.com/code-of-conduct?__hstc=166465505.66ee9e9eabb538f5a02a942a5bae72f8.1685040146609.1692715501110.1692722079975.14&__hssc=166465505.2.1692722079975&__hsfp=2180945085

